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The Metal Foundry SDX contains drum kits and samples with a wide
range of sound types. Kits are at high-quality standards and are

included with a large variety of samples from high-end analog, vintage
or EMS gear. The kits are all recorded with both microphones and

headphones, and also include pop filters from a variety of mic types for
a natural, transparent, open sound. Toontrack Metal Foundry SDX are

available for purchase from the Toontrack website. Prices start at
€69.95 (USD $93) and can be customised from there, so everyone can
afford to get into the metal drumming business. There are a bunch of

presets, both MP3 and WAV, in the keygen, so try all of them and let us
know which is your favourite. All kits available come with a library of
>200 solid-hit SDX drums, ready to plug into your favorite DAW and

start banging out some serious metallic riffs. Toontrack, the company
behind Superior Drummer is renowned for producing the best virtual
instruments and a vast array of other unique drum creation software

and hardware. Toontrack produces products for many musical
instruments including, but not limited to, drums, percussion, software
instruments, guitars, bass, keys and vocals. Musicians and producers
worldwide use Toontrack software and hardware to create drum kits,
racks, multi-timbral software instruments and more. Metallica is the
band that kickstarted the whole metal drumming movement. Among
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others, Lars Ulrich (drums), Tommy Lee (bass), and James Hetfield
(guitar) had a big part of the impact on the music industry. After

signing to Warner Bros. and recording the album Reload, Metallica’s
drummer quit the band. Before touring in support of their new album,
James wrote a column for Kerrang! Magazine, where he told drummer
Lars Ulrich to “run away and play with the girls”. Lars decided to quit
Metallica to pursue his other passion, Djembe, a type of African hand
drum. Since then, from the rhythm section of Ulrich, Kirk Hammett, to
the guitar solos of Hetfield, to the drum sound from one of the world’s

leading drummers, we have made a significant contribution to the
world of metal drumming.
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Please note: requires Superior Drummer version 2.3 (or higher) to
operate The Metal Foundry is also available as a boxed product In

addition to this collection, Toontrack decided to also release one of the
most comprehensive drum mic libraries ever recorded. Located at

Blackbird Studios Nashville, TN, the Sonic Palette provides a wealth of
pristine recording environments to house this massive drum kit,

ranging from intimate a whisper to hoarse boisterous, the Sonic Palette
captures the essence of recorded performance, no matter the venue

and capture technique. Please note: requires Superior Drummer
version 2.3 (or higher) to operate The Metal Foundry is also available
as a boxed product Toontrack went to Nashvilles Blackbird Studio to
record the ultimate Jazz library but walked out with something far
bigger; drums that transcend the narrow confines of a genre and

rather define an era - an age of music spanning from Jazz, Blues to Hip
Hop and Rock. Meet the Roots SDX for Superior Drummer 2. The Metal
Foundry SDX was recorded and produced at the noted Atlantis Studios
in Stockholm, Sweden by drummer Tomas Haake (Meshuggah), Mattias

Eklund (Toontrack), Fredrik Thordendal (Meshuggah) and Daniel
Bergstrand (Dugout Studio). The ultimate drums archive, The Metal

Foundry is chock-full of 7 powerful kits recorded using 7 top-of-the-line
microphones and gear from Sanken, Schoeps, Shure, Blue, Sound

Devices, ES Microphones and more. All 7 kits are MFD (Massive Full
Drum) kits, giving you just about everything to make awesome drums

with, from the full spectrum of kick and snare drums to toms and more.
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